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ABOUT

CAROLA ANTONIOLI

Asola group arises from the desire to be the link between artists and the contemporary
context, with the aim of bringing them closer to realities that are able to conceive the
artistic gesture as a method of communication. Therefore, bring a renewed vision of what
art can be for new interlocutors. Our mission is to give voice to new contemporary
promises, placing us as a center of artistic divulgation.

CRITICAL TEXT

Analysis of an artwork or a series. Analysis of the iconography, colour, technique, historical
references and transport emotional of the artwork. 250-500 words which can be inserted
where you prefer (portfolio, website, cv, brochure…)
100€

CONCEPT

1000 words to describe the artistic and creative idea of your specific group of artworks or
for an exhibition subject
150€

EVALUATION OF YOUR ARTWORK

50€

PORTFOLIO

A document that can be in line with your style and aestethic ideas, in graphic solution. It
includes your bio, your generic info, your cv, your artistic production with our short
analysis of each series
300€

GRAPHIC
Logo, Brochures and booklets, layouts and much more

based on requests

WEBSITE

Realized with Wix, based on the necessities and the style of the artist

1000€

*consider that you must add the annual subscription of the operating system if you need the domain

SOCIAL MEDIA
From the creation of a post or stories, to the complete management of your official social
accounts
based on requests
*Every collaboration that you do with us, will be promoted and shared on our channels

*The prices are to be understood as net, to it must be added 22% against the taxes. An invoice will be issued, so
provide the data (name and surname, residential address, vat number if you have it)

